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Client Adventure: Our Amazing Iceland Adventure
Dan and Mary Comelli
This May/June we had the pleasure of visiting Iceland. It had been on
our short list to visit since our interest was sparked by reading articles
in National Geographic and viewing PBS documentaries describing the
amazing volcanoes, glaciers and the stark natural beauty of this far
North Atlantic Island. We decided to join a tour. Our local guide was
perfectly suited to introduce us to his beautiful country having a long
history of eco-tourism leading horse trips crossing the country. We
benefitted from his deep understanding and ability to present the
complex Icelandic socio-political-economic history, and he
enthusiastically introduced us to rich
Icelandic culture –particularly the
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Planner Article: Home Makeover: Reverse Mortgage Edition
Michelle Carter, CFP®
I may be one of the “younger” financial planners, but I am old enough
to remember the doom and gloom around the idea of reverse
mortgages. These were loans that were typically used as a last resort
when you had depleted all other options and you still wanted to keep
your home (and keep the lights on). Reverse mortgages had a dark
shadow over them, and perhaps for good reason. There was a time
where news stories entailed younger, surviving spouses being “forced
out” of their home because the older spouse had a reverse mortgage
when they passed away.
(Continued on Page Two)

Staff Adventure: Jessica Visits Hawaii!
Jessica Young

Ka’anapali Beach

This summer my boyfriend, Kyle, and I decided to take a tropical
vacation to Maui, Hawaii. The trip was not only for us; we also met with
family and celebrated Kyle’s grandma’s 90th birthday! The first day we
decided to adventure around our area, relax and plan for the fun filled
week.
(Continued on Page Six)
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Planner Article: Home Makeover: Reverse Mortgage Edition
(Continued from Page One)

There have been a lot of changes to reverse mortgages in recent years. In fact, you might say they
have had their own version of a “home makeover”. Now most reverse mortgages are known as
HECMs (Home Equity Conversion Mortgage – pronounced “heck-um”). While they are still loans,
with all the responsibilities and obligations that come with debt, they aren’t as costly or as scary as
they once were. Parameters have been put into place to protect borrowers, and some of the
myths have been demystified.
First, a quick rundown of the requirements…
● You must be at least 62 years old to borrow.
● The property must be considered your “permanent” home (you live there for at least 6
months and 1 day of the year).
● You must keep homeowner’s insurance in place and stay current on property taxes.
● You must maintain the home (a requirement of any FHA loan).
● Typically, the amount of your equity that is available for the loan is between 40% and 70%.
The exact percentage is based on your age and the current interest rate.
● Repayment of the loan is deferred until the home is sold or the owner(s) permanently vacate
the property. At that time you (or your heirs) have 3 options:
○ Repay the loan and keep the house (can be through acquiring a new mortgage)
○ Sell the house, repay the balance and keep the equity that is left over
○ If the loan balance exceeds the value of the home, deed the home to the lender. This
is part of the “non-recourse” feature described below.
So how has the reverse mortgage changed? Perhaps one of the biggest changes involves the scary
story I described above… Because you must be 62 years old to qualify for a reverse mortgage, there
were instances in the past in which one spouse met the age requirement but the other did not.
Thus, only the older spouse was on the reverse mortgage. When the older spouse passed away, this
initiated the loan payback, which may have forced the surviving spouse to sell the home.
This entire process has been revamped. Now, in this same scenario, if the younger spouse is under
age 62, they are labeled a “non-borrowing spouse”. Should the older spouse pass away, the
deferral on loan payments continues throughout the surviving spouse’s life as well, and they are
able to remain in the home.
What about those ownership myths? Who owns the home if there is a HECM in place? What if your
home value drops? Would your heirs be left with a bill?
Well the good news is you always own the home. Just like a traditional mortgage, the HECM lender
has a lien on the home as long as there is a mortgage. However, the home is still titled in the
owner’s name. In fact, having the home titled in your name is mandatory to obtain a HECM.
HECMs are also non-recourse loans insured by FHA. If your home value drops, you are protected.
You will never owe more than your home value. For example, if your loan balance was $300,000
when you sell the home but your home is only worth $250,000 (because of a drop in home values),
the lender still receives the full $300,000. $250,000 would come from the sale of the home and
FHA would provide the other $50,000. This protection is provided to your heirs as well. If you pass
away with a loan balance higher than the home value, FHA insures the home just the same.
(Continued on Page Three)
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The costs of a HECM have also changed. It is still a costly loan to initiate, but some of these costs
have been capped, there are flexible options and more lender credits available to offset costs.
Most lenders have eliminated the monthly servicing fee as well.
The costs of a HECM can be broken down into the following categories:
● Counseling: FHA requires a 1 hour counseling session with an FHA certified counselor. This
is to verify the applicant understands the loan they are considering and that they are aware
of the debt they will incur (this is to avoid things like elder abuse or a relative pressuring a
retiree to take the loan). This usually costs about $125 and is typically paid out of pocket.

●
●

●

●

(The rest of these costs can be part of the loan.)
Closing Costs: The HECM has many of the same closing requirements as a traditional
mortgage, i.e., state fees, appraisal, title insurance.
Loan Origination Fee: This can be up to 2% of the home value, capped at $6000. However,
this category seems to be highly negotiable. There are lender credits available and quote
comparing can bring down the cost. I’ve been able to cut this category in half, just by
having lenders “compete” for business.
FHA Mortgage Insurance Premium (MIP) Initial Fee: 2% of the home value. The Mortgage
Insurance allows FHA to make this a non-recourse loan and protects you from owing more
than your home is worth, as described above.
Annual MIP: This is typically the only ongoing fee. It is charged to the loan each year and
the fee is 0.5% of the outstanding loan balance, which if you choose the line of credit option
(described below) can be quite small in the beginning.

Let’s talk about payouts. Of course, one of the biggest features of a reverse mortgage is the
absence of mortgage payments. This remains the same. Previously though, if you took some of
your equity as a payout, most reverse mortgages had a pretty basic setup in which a lump-sum
amount was given to you at closing and interest on that amount began to accrue from that point
on. The new HECM offers multiple payout options. You can still take a lump-sum at a fixed rate,
but there are monthly cash flow options similar to annuities, and line of credit options. You can
even combine payout types, such as a smaller lump-sum initially with an ongoing line of credit.
The most popular payout option is the line of credit. This allows for flexible borrowing and keeps
your annual Mortgage Insurance Payment (MIP) low in the beginning. The biggest benefit to this
option is the line of credit available increases automatically as the years go by. This increase is
guaranteed, even when home values decline in down markets. The growth rate on the available
line of credit is the current interest rate plus 0.5%. Your available credit increases by this amount
year after year, which may be an argument for obtaining a HECM earlier in retirement (if a HECM
seems right for your situation).
One of the biggest drawbacks to the line of credit payout option is the interest rate is variable and
will adjust accordingly. While HECM rates are not usually significantly higher than traditional
mortgage rates, they will be higher, as the lender will likely have to wait a while for repayment.
So maybe modern HECMs aren’t the scary reverse mortgage monsters we thought they were, but
they still aren’t for everyone. How do you know if a HECM makes sense in your retirement plan?
(Continued on Page Four)
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How long do you plan to live in your home? While the HECM will relieve you of mortgage
payments, are you able to comfortably pay the home insurance, property taxes and cost to
maintain the home? At your passing, is there someone (non-spouse) who will need to stay in the
home and couldn’t afford to pay off the loan, or obtain their own mortgage, such as a specialneeds child? These are just some of the questions to consider.
Fortunately, you don’t have to consider these questions alone. Meet with your planner at
Pathways. Get your family involved. We are happy to sit with you and your heirs and talk through
your options.

Client Adventure: Our Amazing Iceland Adventure
(Continued from Page One)

One of the spectacularly interesting things
we learned about Iceland is that it is
roughly 300 miles E - W by 200 miles N – S,
and positioned right over the northern MidAtlantic Rift where the earth’s crust is
slowly splitting apart - “at the pace that
your finger nails grow”. The part moving
east of the rift is the Eurasian Continental
Plate. The part moving west is the NorthAmerican Continental Plate. Iceland is a
relatively “new” island in that it was
created a mere 18 million years ago as
volcanic magma surfaced from the depths
of the Atlantic from this rift. Iceland is
Mary above the Mid Atlantic Rift fissure
constantly growing as volcanic eruptions
create new “land”. Under Iceland there is a column of molten magma 100 miles wide and 400 miles
deep – thus Iceland is a “hotbed” for
geothermal activity boasting over 200
different active volcanoes, geysers and
massive volcanic fissures. Because of
Iceland’s position in the far north
Atlantic the higher volcanic mountains
accumulate snow and form massive
Glaciers covering some 10% of the
Iceland’s surface. The fact that glaciers
sit on top of active volcanoes makes for
intermittent dramatic volcanic eruptions
that suddenly melt the glaciers and
create catastrophic floods dramatically
changing the surface topography of many
areas on the island. Iceland’s hot magma
relatively close to the surface means
Harpa Concert Hall Icelanders can enjoy tapping into the
hydrothermal steam vents and hot water
pools to generate electricity and to heat their homes and even heat their streets during winter to
keep them from freezing.
(Continued on Page Five)
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Iceland’s population is about 337,000 mainly living in the few urban areas on the coasts. The
capital Reykjavik, and the surrounding urban area is home for 2/3 of Iceland’s population! It is a
picturesque city serviced by the Keflavik
International Airport 30 miles from town –
we were told the super-sized runways
were built during WW-II by the US Military
to service the far north NATO base and it
also serves as part of the international
airline safety network required to safely
fly large aircraft over polar routes.
Strolling the streets of Reykjavik we saw
numerous hydrothermal stations. We were
delighted by the many examples of public
art in the parks, sculpture gardens, and
museums. Examples of impressive
architecture and public art include the
modern Hallgrimskirkja Cathedral and the
Akureyri Harbor
brand new strikingly modern Harpa
Concert Hall. The buildings and homes were
often colorfully painted and decorated.
In Reykjavík we met entrepreneurs taking
byproducts of the fishing industry and
converting them into diverse products such
as fish skin leather clothing, delicious fish
chip snacks and surprisingly palatable fish
oil.

Rainbow over Gullfoss (southern Iceland)

We visited several areas in the north coast learning about
the life of original Viking Norsemen and women settlers
who came to Iceland in the 9th and 10th century C.E. –
their stories are well documented in the Book of
Settlement. They were fleeing the tyranny of the
Norwegian King who demanded tribute and fealty. We
encountered several examples of the turf houses
including a reconstruction of the house in which Leif
Erikson grew up. We visited a farm where they specialize
in processing the carcasses of Greenland sharks that
wash ashore to produce the national dish “fermented
shark”. We were given the opportunity to taste this
somewhat stinky “delicacy” – it involves pinching your
nose, eating the shark meat with a bit of bread, followed
by a quick shot of brennivín (local akvavit). In Akureyri
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Mary with her "catch of the day"
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we experienced whale watching, fishing
for cod, viewing seals on the beach,
experiencing hydrothermal vents, mud
pots, and boiling water lakes.
In southern Iceland we visited the
historically important At Þingvellir
(pronounced “Thingvellier”) - literally
"Parliament Plains" – the place where the
country’s general assembly was
established around 930 CE. It is considered
the earliest example of a governing
parliament in the world. We also visited
beautiful black sand beaches and saw
puffins nesting on the cliffs. Other
highlights included walking into a natural
ice chamber inside a glacier and
immersing ourselves in the Blue Lagoon
hot springs.
Our short visit to Iceland left us wanting
to see and experience more of the country
and its people and perhaps even do a winter visit to catch the aurora borealis!
Entrance to a large "turf house"

Resources:
Overseas Adventure Travel – specializes in small group travel. We highly recommend this company. https://www.oattravel.com/
The 10 Weirdest Things About Icelanders: Text by Nanna Gunnarsdóttir https://guidetoiceland.is/history-culture/the-10-weirdest-things-abouticelanders
History & Culture https://guidetoiceland.is/history-culture/
How Hard is it to Speak the Icelandic Language? https://guidetoiceland.is/history-culture/the-difficult-icelandic-language
Preparing and eating fermented shark: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%A1karl

Staff Adventure: Jessica Visits Hawaii!
(Continued from Page One)

We adventured our way through the
popular must see sites - Haleakalā, Road
to Hana, as well as other popular
beaches.
One of our fun filled days was a day trip to
Haleakalā, also known as the East Maui
Volcano. Just a few hours drive from our
hotel and we were suddenly above the
clouds. The highest point in elevation is
10,023 feet! We hiked around the volcano
and stopped at every single lookout. It was
an unforgettable sight to see.

Above the clouds in Haleakalā National Park

(Continued on Page Seven)
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A few days later we took another day trip to
drive the Road to Hana, which is the road
that drives around the entire island of Maui.
The road was very narrow and windy - an
estimated 600 turns and 54 one-lane bridges!
If you get easily car sick, like I do, there are
many opportunities to contemplate your
breakfast choices. Aside from the treachery
of the road, the sights are breathtaking and
absolutely worth enduring the long drive.
There were countless waterfalls and pools
throughout the Road to Hana, with amazing
views of the ocean, all while feeling as if you
are in a large lush rainforest.

Road to Hana lookout

We also explored multiple cities on the
island. One of our favorites was Lahaina
because all of the shops and restaurants
were right on the water, and it had great
nightlife. Another great city was Ka’anapali,
the snorkeling was fantastic there. We
snorkeled with the fish and sea turtles for
hours.
The trip was amazing and felt like a dream.
We hope we are able to return to Hawaii and
visit additional islands. Aloha!

One of many sea turtles we saw while snorkeling!

Client Adventures!
If you would like to be featured in our Client Adventure section, please let us know. We love to share
stories of travels, experiences, and hobbies.
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Pathways Holiday Hours
The Pathways Advisory Group, Inc. office will be closed for the following holidays:
Thursday, November 22, 2018

Monday, February 18, 2019

Friday, November 23, 2018

Friday, April 19, 2019

Monday, December 24, 2018

Monday, May 27, 2019

Tuesday, December 25, 2018

Thursday, July 4, 2019

Tuesday, January 1, 2019

Monday, September 2, 2019

Monday, January 21, 2019
In case of an emergency, please contact Schwab directly at 1(800) 435-4000.
Happy Holidays!
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